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Myoju
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September Equinox. 

Contributions that support our practice are most welcome, 
including articles, reviews of books or online materials, 
interviews, personal reflections, artwork and photographs. 

The content deadline is 29 July 2019 and the theme is 
‘Impermanence and Actualisation’. 

If you would like to contribute or advertise in the next issue 
of Myoju, email publications @ jikishoan.org.au.2
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“Ceaseless practice is the one monastery that we enter, the 
one monastery that we emerge from, the one monastery that 
is the path left by flying birds, and the one monastery that is 
the whole universe.”  
            —Dogen Zenji, Shobogenzo, `Gyoji’

 
Welcome  to  this special winter edition of Myoju, in 
which we highlight Jikishoan’s recent 20th Anniversary 
celebrat ions.  The Community  welcomed many 
distinguished guests, reverends and friends from Australia 
and overseas to participate in the week long program.  Our 
theme for this issue is `Impermanence and Practice’, and it 
was joyful indeed to witness so many strands of our lineage 
working  together with the Jikishoan community, supported 
by Melbourne’s Vietnamese Buddhist community, to 
produce the events and ceremonies that took place. 

Our feature article is the commemorative Dharma talk 
given by Rev. Hoitsu Suzuki Roshi who is the son of  Shunryu 
Suzuki Roshi. His words directly evoke the qualities of Zen 
Mind, Beginner’s Mind, the foundational teachings of which 
have been at the heart of our practice and training over 
the last twenty years. Hoitsu Suzuki Roshi’s presence was 
a clear reminder of how fortunate  we are as a community 
to have such direct links to our lineage. 

Within the issue, we also include the Abbot’s welcome 
letter, in which Ekai Osho expresses his deep gratitude for 
the efforts of so many to bring the events together. Also 
included is the President’s welcome address from Shona 
Innes, whose tireless efforts and steadfast presence over 
the week’s events was pivotal to its success. 

We also bring you a letter of congratulations from Ven. 
Thich Phuoc Tan, President of the Buddhist Council of 
Victoria, in which he acknowledges the depth of Ekai 
Osho’s work and commitment to the establishment of the 
Dharma in Melbourne. With the example of Ekai Osho 
lighting our way, as a community we have the opportunity 
to continue this work long into the future.



Master Gensa Shibi said as an expression of the truth, ‘The whole universe in the ten 
directions is one bright pearl.’ One day a monk asked Master Gensa, ‘I have heard your 
words that the whole universe in the ten directions is one bright pearl. How should we 
understand this?’ The Master answered, ‘The whole universe in the ten directions is one 
bright pearl. What use is understanding?’

Later the Master asked the monk, ‘How do you understand this?’ The monk replied, ‘The 
whole universe in the ten directions is one bright pearl. What use is understanding?’ The 
Master said, ‘I see that you are struggling to get inside a demon’s cave in a black moun-
tain ... even surmising and worry is not different from the bright pearl. No action nor any 
thought has ever been caused by anything other than the bright pearl. Therefore, forward 
and backward steps in a demon’s black-mountain cave are just the one bright pearl itself.’

Excerpt from ‘Ikka-no-Myoju’ in Dogen Zenji’s Shobogenzo. 

Bright Pearl
A note on the title of this 

magazine. 

Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community was established in 
1999 and has its base in Tokozan temple in Heidelberg. 
The Abbot and main teacher is Ekai Korematsu Roshi 
who has practised and taught Zen Budhhism in Japan, the 
Unoted Stes and India for 40 years. 

The name of the community encapsulates its spirit: ‘Jiki’ 
means straightforward or direct; ‘sho’ means proof or satori; 
and ‘an’ means hut. The practice is the proof—there is no 
proof separate from that. The proof, satori or awakening 
does not come after you’ve finished—it is direct, here and 
now. 

Jikishoan runs a range of programmes throughout the 
year, based on the spirit of Bendoho—the original way of 
practice prescribed by Dogen Zenji in the 13th century. 

More information about courses, one-day workshops, 
retreats and weekly meditation sessions can be found in 
the teaching schedule of this magazine and on the website 
at jikishoan.org.au. We warmly welcome anyone who 
would like to know more about Zen Buddhism to attend 
any of these activities. 

CONTACT US

Post: PO Box 196 Heidelberg West Vic 3081 Australia. 
Phone: (03) 9440 5597
Email: contact @ jikishoan.org.au

Welcome to Jikishoan
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Committee News
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20th Anniversary Celebrations 
Thank you to all who attended these celebrations and to 
all who contributed their time and practice to make the 
events so successful. A particular thanks to Ekai Osho 
and Shuzan Katherine whose tireless efforts brought the 
occasion together. The committee’s gratitude also goes to 
the officials of the Sotoshu Shumucho who added their 
skill and effort to the occasion to navigate the various 
logistical challenges and to bring out the meaning of the 
ceremonies. And of course to the Venerable Phouc Tan 
and his wonderful community members and students who 
contributed so much once again - we are indebted.

A New Time
Jikishoan is growing and changing as you may have no-
ticed. However, this can only really happen with the en-
gagement of members. This is a Mahayana school of Bud-
dhist practice and so we are encouraged to go beyond our 
personal agendas to expand into a bigger, peaceful and 
meaningful place. I encourage you to think about how 
you can involve yourself in community practice, whether 
at ryo level, becoming an IBS student, practicing through 
administration or engaging directly in ryo practice at the 
home temple. Please be in touch with me if you would like 
to discuss what you might do.

AGM   8 September 2019
Practice within the Committee of Management (yaku ryo) 
offers a bigger perspective on the Jikishoan community and 
a broader scope for individual practice and understanding.  
If you are a member please consider extending your 
practice by nominating for an Ordinary Member position 
on the Committee. If you have any questions or would like 
to discuss this possibility please be in touch with me.  There 
is an open invitation for members and students to attend 
a monthly committee meeting at any time during the year.

Thank you to the current 20th Committee for their steady, 
committed and joyful practice.

 
Gassho, 
Shona Innes  
President 20th Committee of Management

 
NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL 

MEETING 
Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community Inc. A0037927K

The Twenty-first Annual General Meeting of 
Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community Inc. will be 
held on Sunday, 8 September 2019, at the Australian 
Shiatsu College, 103 Evans Street, Brunswick, 
immediately after Sunday Sanzenkai. Full details will 
be provided in agenda papers, which will be sent to 

the Members of Jikishoan closer to the date.

Members, IBS Students and Friends are warmly 
invited to attend.

As part of the proceedings, the Abbot, Ekai 
Korematsu Osho, and the office bearers will report 
on the past year’s activities and membership, and 

inform about Jikishoan’s future goals.

The term of off ice of exist ing Committee 
members expires at the Annual General Meeting. 
Members (Practice) are invited to nominate for 
the Committee of Management, consisting of four 
Office Bearer positions (President, Vice-President, 
Secretary, Treasurer), and up to five Ordinary 

Committee members.

For further information, please contact Irwin 
Rothman on (03) 9557 7738 or via email ijroth @ 

optusnet.com.au.

Irwin Rothman 
Secretary, 20th Committee of Management
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I wish to thank you very much for coming to the 20th 
Anniversary memorial events of our Tokozan Jikishoan.

In making a commemorative booklet for these events, we 
received congratulatory addresses from Rev. Fukuyama 
Taihō Furōkaku, Head Priest of Daihonzan Eiheiji, Rev. 
Egawa Shinzan Shiundai, Head Priest of Daihonzan 
Sōjiji, Reverend Oniuda Shun-ei, President of Sotoshu 
Shumucho, Venerable Thich Phuoc Tan OAM, President 
of the Buddhist Council of Victoria, and also the address of 
Celebration Ceremony and Congratulatory Teachings from 
the Director of Education Department of Sotoshu. Those 
congratulatory addresses are published here. 

Owing to my late teacher Daigen Ikko Roshi and to the 
founder of Jikishoan, Narasaki Tsūgen Roshi, the abbot of 
Zuioji, and also due to many  other great Roshis’ guidance 
and advice, today we come to this anniversary, for which 
I would like to express my gratitude from the bottom of 
my heart. At this ceremony, Rev. Suzuki Seido Roshi, the 
abbot of Toshoji, will make an incense offering for the 
requital for kindness of late Daigen Ikko Roshi.  Rev. Suzuki 
Hōitsu Roshi, the abbot of Rinsō-in, will give a special 
Memorial Dharma Talk. The Commissioner of North 
America, Rev. Akiba Gengo Roshi, many staff members 
from International Missionary Department, together with 
many from Hawaii and Europe, have also joined us and 
given us the chance of practising this memorial ceremony, 

20th Anniversary Greetings from the Abbot

for which I am very grateful.

I also wish to express my deepest and heartfelt gratitude 
to  Rev. Kaneta Taiten Roshi, Todo of Tsudaiji, Miyagiken 
and  Venerable Thich Phuoc Tan, OAM, President of the 
Buddhist Council of Victoria, for their exceptional support, 
Dharma teachings and guidance for the 20th Anniversary 
events. I would be most grateful if you will give us more 
teachings of Dharma and guidance.

These ceremonies and events are the fruits of Jikishoan’s 
member’s strong truth-seeking minds and continuous 
practice, as well as the material and spiritual support of 
so many people behind the scenes. My gratitude for these 
efforts is forever etched in my heart.

I would like to thank all the Reverends from the temples all 
over the world for their care of the Dharma body and wish 
all Jikishoan members good health and happiness into the 
future.

Gassho,
 
Ekai Korematsu, International Missionary 
01 March 2019  Melbourne,  
Australia Special Overseas Temple  
Tokozan Jikishoan  

Translated from the 20th Anniversary Programme  booklet.
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STATEMENT OF CONGRATULATIONS 
PRESIDENT
20TH COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT

Venerables and distinguished guests, Jikishoan 
members, students, family and friends, this is a 
very special day and I hope it will live long in our 

memories. On behalf of our community I would like to 
congratulate Ekai Osho and say a few words about his 
extraordinary effort in bringing us to this point. 

Osho-sama left Japan as a young man in 1969 to study 
humanities at the International People’s College in 
Denmark. In 1972 he travelled to California USA and 
enrolled at Merit College Oakland in 1973, where he took a 
degree majoring in Comparative Religion and Culture.

His first contact with the Zen tradition happened when 
he picked up a copy of Zen Mind, Beginners Mind in a 
bookshop in Berkeley. After that he started to attend zazen 
regularly at the Berkeley Zen Centre.  His journey with Zen 
deepened to the point that he became a monk ordained 
by his first teacher Kobun Chino Otokawa Roshi in March 
1976. Later he ordained again in Japan with Kobun Chino’s 
brother, Keibun Otokawa Roshi at Jukoji and in March 1980 
was officially registered as a Soto Monk. 

He became a disciple of Ikko Narasaki  Roshi in 1981 and 
received Dharma transmission from him in August 1986. He 
did his novice training at Eiheiji Head Training Monastery 
and his junior training at Zuioji Training Monastery. He 
practiced at Zuioji from 1987-1994 and during that time 
was appointed Director of Shogoji International Monastery 
in Kyushu.

After Ikko Narasaki Roshi passed away in 1996 his brother 
Tsugen Narasaki Roshi, Abbot of Zuioji, became Ekai 
Osho’s guarantor and offered him advice and support as 
he undertook the next chapter of his life as a Zen priest.  

In 1998 he came to Australia with his wife Deniz and 
soon after, with Deniz’s help, he set up the first `garage’ 
zendo in Pascoe Vale and began teaching a small group 
of interested people.  Ekai Osho gave Jikishoan its name 
and on 22 April 1999 Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community 
became an incorporated organization. For Osho-sama 
these early years were incredibly busy. He was raising 
a young family with Deniz and at the same time was 
exerting maximum effort and commitment to establish 
the basic elements of Zen practice for a lay community.

In January 2010 Ekai Osho set up the Zen and Integrated 
Buddhist Studies Program, which was an outgrowth and 
development of the early Orientation and Deepening 
classes. This program is an integrated structure for the 
study of basic Buddhist concepts and the fundamentals 
of Zen practice. The program reflects the essentials of 
Ekai Osho’s work in Australia, which has been to translate 
the fundamentals of Zen monastic practice into the lay 
context and adapt it to local conditions.

This 20th Anniversary celebration is a monumental 
moment for the Jikishoan community. It marks a very 
special time in the history and development of the 
community. Ekai Osho’s heartfelt wish is that this special 
event will act as a springboard into the future. And like 
any springboard, it is only as good as the foundations it 
sits on.  

These celebrations also give us the opportunity to 
publicly express our deep appreciation for all the 
enormous help and support we have received in reaching 
this point today.

We would like to express our gratitude to Rev. Shunei 

TEISHIN SHONA INNES



Oniuda, President of Sotoshu, to the Head Priest of Eiheiji 
Monastery, Fukuyama Taiho Zenji and to Egawa Shinzan 
Zenji, Head Priest of Daihonzan Sojiji, for their support and 
words of congratulations to Ekai Roshi. Our gratitude also 
goes to the Rev. Kenshi Kimikobe, Head of Education at 
Sotoshu Headquarters, for making the trip to be with us.

Our great admiration and appreciation go to Rev. Seido 
Suzuki Roshi, Abbot of Toshoji, who has provided so 
much to the Jikishoan community over the years in terms 
of practical support, a beautiful Avalokiteshvara and 
Manjushri figures for our home temple and for providing 
many Jikishoan members with the opportunity to train and 
experience the monastic environment at Toshoji. 

To Rev. Hoitsu Suzuki Roshi, his presence here makes this 
occasion even more memorable and we are very happy to 
have him as our guest.  

We are also honored to welcome the Rev Akiba Roshi, Head 
of Soto Zen in North America. Oakland Zen Centre was 
the first place where Ekai Osho taught zazen in California 
and we are indebted to Akiba Roshi and his wife Yoshi for 
supporting him at that time. Thank you for making the long 
trip to Melbourne.

To the Rev. Kaneta Roshi, we express our deep appreciation 
of his support for Jikishoan over many years. He attended 
our 8th and 10th anniversaries but unfortunately has not been 
able to make the trip this time. We share his disappointment 
and we wish him well.

Locally we have received support over the years from 
the Venerable Thich Phuoc Tan OAM, Abbot of Quang 
Minh Temple and President of the Buddhist Council of 7

Victoria.  Both he and his community have made a huge 
contribution to this event today and it would not have been 
possible without them. We are deeply grateful. We have 
also been supported by the late Traleg Rinpoche and the 
E-Vam Institute, the Tibetan Buddhist Society at Yuroke, 
the Australian Shiatsu College and just recently the St. Pius 
X Primary School. Our relationship with these organisations 
brings meaning to our practice, and has been integral to 
Jikishoan’s life and the connection we have with the wider 
community. 

Lastly, on behalf of the 20th Committee of Management 
and the Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community, I would like 
to express our deepest appreciation and great gratitude 
to Osho-sama for his continuous, profound and heart-
felt practice over these twenty years. The strength of his 
training and practice is a demonstration of the power of the 
lineage and we are more than fortunate to have had such 
a wonderful teacher here in Melbourne. Along with all the 
venerable monks and great teachers who had a part in his 
life and training as a Zen priest, we sincerely thank him for 
the powerful gift of practice that we have received.

We congratulate him on his great achievement in 
establishing a solid foundation for Tokozan Jikishoan 
to support the future development of Zen practice in 
Australia.

Teishin Shona Innes 
President, Jikishoan 20th Committee of Management

Kobun Chino Roshi (standing) Taiten Kaneta Roshi Keibun Otakawa Roshi



SPECIAL
20TH ANNIVERSARY
DHARMA TALK

Photo: Lachlan MacNish
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Hoitsu Suzuki Roshi 
Abbot of Rinsoin



This is Australia, it is not Japan is it? Australia is not 
Japan, Japan is not Australia, however it’s com-
pletely the same as the Buddha’s world. Buddha’s 
teaching is zazen. Anybody who does zazen is 

Buddha, that is the basis of ourselves. Please have a deep 
belief in that truth. Zazen is beyond nations, beyond hu-
man beings, beyond any distinguishing. Equally anybody 
could do it. Zazen is for human beings, especially human 
beings. It is a necessary thing, an utterly, completely nec-
essary thing. When we do zazen, human beings become as 
human beings should be. And when we have a lot of things 
to do - desiring and suffering - then we have this zazen. 

I think Shakyamuni Buddha - Shakya - way before he 
was born learned to sit quietly and then he came to 
birth. Sit quietly and feel that you yourself and the big 
universe are not separate, it is the same, try to think and 
feel deeply in that way. Shakyamuni Buddha said, ‘There 
were many, many buddhas before me and even in the 
present there are numerous buddhas around me and 
in the future numerous buddhas will exist’. Therefore 
when we sit in the same posture as Shakyamuni Bud-
dha and getting together with everybody and every-
thing, all the universe, maybe we are just one of them. 

This talk; you think I am talking but it is not. Why?  
Because you would have known way before in 
the past that you have been talking. So when you 
think he is talking, it is not right, you are talking.

Time is always here, there is no world without time. 
Without time, without us, there is no world, no uni-
verse. We are time itself. I am jikan, I am time. Yes-
terday, at the welcome dinner, I had a really lovely 
time and I really appreciate and am grateful for that. 

Ekai Roshi is your teacher, our teacher, everybody’s teacher. 
We met each other forty five years ago in America. I am 
now eighty years old. I was thirty five - I was young wasn’t 
I? For me, that time forty five years ago and the present 
time, it is the same. When I see Ekai Roshi I am going back 
to that time, it is very nostalgic. Ekai Roshi was in the mid-
dle of youth. For Ekai Roshi and for myself there is a lot of 
pleasure and a lot of suffering. Ekai Roshi might have en-
lightened completely.  But I’m not quite sure about myself.

Well, I myself am the same as at that time when I met 
Ekai Roshi. I still wonder and I still have a hard time. I 
have some pleasure and sometimes I don’t know what to 
do. Those feelings of suffering, hardship and pleasure; if 
people could just settle down that would be very good. 
There is one Zen monk called Ryokan. Ryokan-san is very 

famous in Japan but he is just one monk, just a simple 
monk but he became famous. Very often he wrote callig-
raphy: ‘Look at his eyes, he looks like there is no suffering 
for him, no pleasure for him, he just looks simple but be-
hind his eyes there is suffering and sadness and pleasure’. 
This is the appearance of zazen, just by sitting quietly 
everything is going deep and down and not coming out. 
When Ryokan-san said to look at that man’s eyes, who is 
that man?  Those are the eyes when you are doing zazen. 
When your teacher is looking at you, these are those eyes. 

So when you are doing zazen very, very hard from the 
bottom of your heart with just one mind, then you 
are showing those eyes and they are getting deep-
er.  Of course when you are doing this you don’t 
know you are doing it and it’s better not to know. 

I wanted to thank you for yesterday’s very good ceremony. I 
was really impressed. I felt that you have a very good teacher. 
You don’t have to go anywhere any more, nowhere, just sit 
here. Zazen is called zanmai, samadhi. Just doing zazen and 
then let’s go somewhere - it’s not like that. You think that 
when we do zazen we ourselves change, it’s not like that, 
because there is nowhere to go, that is the destination. In 
this destination you are having a good play. Are you playing? 

In doing this playing you yourself are doing a good thing 
for this world, for this universe and beyond this universe. 
When you do zazen you are doing zazen with other peo-
ple too. When you do zazen the smell of zazen is coming 
out. Please let’s do zazen so we can blow the good wind of 
zazen everywhere, all over the world. Zazen is just peace 
itself, harmony. Every smell and sound is harmony, so 
therefore your zazen is very important for the world and 
the universe. Just do zazen, that is enough. This is the way 
which has come down straight from Shakyamuni Buddha.

I am very, very happy because you have met a great teach-
er and a great friend, and you can realise peace is start-
ing from your own self.  Ekai Roshi has been around in 
the past, all over the world, and eventually he came here 
and settled. There is nowhere to go now. No more way.

Zazen is not moving around. Kai, the precepts means not 
moving around. Zazen as well as precept means not moving 
around, precept and zazen is one. In May next year at Tosho-
ji there will be ceremony of precept and zazen, if you could 
give us a hand that would be great. Help me, help Seido Su-
zuki Roshi. Just getting to Toshoji, that would be a great help. 
Thank you very much. Arigato gozaimasu.

Translated  by Isshin Taylor. Transcibed, edited by Marg Kokyo 
Lynch. 9



Letters of Congratulation

12 May 2019

During this celebration of Tokozan Jikishoan’s 20th Anniversary, an inaugural Ango (monastic practice period) and other 
memorial events are to be held by Reverend Korematsu Osho, International Missionary. I wish to express my heartfelt 
congratulations for these events.

Jikishoan started in the spring of 1998 in a brick garage, where self-made sitting platforms for around ten people were 
placed. After relocating several times, on 1 May 2018 Jikishoan was approved as an Overseas Special Temple. Then a 
new era started. Also eighteen years have already passed since Reverend Korematsu Ekai Osho was appointed as an 
International Missionary. I have come to realize that “the time flies faster than an arrow” as our Ancestor, Dogen Zenji 
mentioned in Shobogenzo, Gyoji (pure conduct and observance of Precepts).

During these eighteen years Reverend Korematsu Ekai Osho has been endeavouring very hard to spread the teachings 
of the Buddha and the two Ancestors and Jikishoan members have been making devoted efforts. Their hard work now 
starts to bear fruit. As the person in charge of operations of the Soto sect, I could not be happier to hear this and at the 
same time I wish to express my respect for their deep faith in the Three Treasures.

I sincerely wish good health to Reverend Korematsu Ekai Osho, International Missionary, all Jikishoan members and the 
people who attended today. I also wish that Jikishoan may build a good foundation in the Commonwealth of Australia, 
step further into the future and flourish more.

Congratulations!

Gassho,

Rev. Shunei Oniuda 
President, Sotoshu Shumucho
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16 April 2019

Dear Osho Ekai Korematsu,

It is with great joy that I write to congratulate you on the 20th Anniversary of the founding of your Soto Zen meditation 
centre, Jikishoan. You and your students have worked without hesitation or interruption to establish the Dharma in 
Melbourne and this is not an easy thing. Many obstacles have been overcome and your determination and resilience 
have never wavered.

You have established a strong sangha and they are a credit to you. Over the last two decades I have felt profoundly happy 
to know that such a vital tradition in the lineage of the Buddha was being planted in Melbourne. Karmic links are rare 
and special, and those with karmic links to the Soto Zen tradition will not establish their relationship with the Dharma 
unless the Soto Zen tradition can be found. This is also one of the wonderful things about the place that we have both 
chosen to call home. In Melbourne many Buddhist lineages have become available in recent years and it is also a great 
joy to know that we can appreciate each other’s special qualities. However, the Dharma is young here, and the work of 
establishing it is substantial.

I would like to acknowledge the many wonderful things you have done over the years. These include teaching meditation 
to those recovering from substance abuse at the Buoyancy Foundation and teaching at other centres, particularly the 
Kagyu E-vam Buddhist Institute. You are a well respected teacher and I note that, before he passed away, you were asked 
by Kyabgon Traleg Rinpoche to take care of his students.

I appreciate your humble, consistent and authentic delivery of the Dharma and I have enjoyed your companionship on 
our shared Buddhist path.

Yours in Dharma,

Ven. Thich Phuoc Tan, OAM 
President, Buddhist Council of Victoria 
Vice President, World Fellowship of Buddhists 
Abbot, Quang Minh Temple, Braybrook
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NAME ROLE BELONGS  TO AND TITLE
Rev. Korematsu Ekai Abbot of Jikishoan Jikishoan International Missionary
Rev. Suzuki Seidō Seidō*    Teacher of Shuso Toshoji, Abbot, Okayama, Japan
Rev. Kimikobe Kenshi Leader of Congratulatory 

Ceremony
Sotoshu HQ, Director of Cultivation, Japan

Rev. Suzuki Hōitsu Godō* Speaker of Memorial 
Lecture

Rinsōin, Abbot, Shizuoka, Japan

Rev. Akiba Gengo Leader of the Visitors Commissioner of Sotoshu, North America’s 
International Missionary

Rev. Minegishi Shōten Sonshuku* Chōrakuji, Abbot, Gunma, Japan
Rev. Morihara Gikō Tantō (Assistant to 

Godo)   
Enpukuji, Abbot, Tokyo, Japan

Rev. Kawamura Kōshū Incense Attendant Yōfukuji, Abbot, Hokkaido, Japan
Rev. Naitō Takushū Observer Enjōji, Abbot, Ehime, Japan
Rev. Kaneda Kōten Sonshuku* Tsūdaiji, Priest, Miyagi, Japan
Rev.Miura Shōwa Sonshuku* Genshōin, Priest, Miyagi, Japan
Rev. Kobayashi Senshū Sonshuku* Sotoshu, HQ, Manager of Education
Rev. Abiko Kōkō Sonshuku* Sotoshu, HQ, Manager of Planning & Training      
Rev. Suzuki Tomoyuki Sonshuku* Tōdenji, Abbot, Akita, Japan
Rev. Kamimoto Eishō Ino & Baika Performer Kan-nonji, Abbot, Ehime, Japan
Rev. Naki Hōryū Ryōban* & Attendant Tokurinji, Abbot, Kyoto, Japan
Rev. Ikeda Ryōichi Ryōban* & Attendant Jōanji, Abbot, Yamaguchi, Japan 

Rev. Sakamoto Kanpō Chiko (Treasurer) Kō-on-in, Abbot, Tottori, Japan
Rev. Ōyama Kenji Chiden* Seiryūji, Priest, Yamagata, Japan 
Rev Hosokawa Kotoku Chiden* Shunsenji, Abbot, Tokyo, Japan
Rev. Uesugi Kenkō Chiden* Jōsenji, Abbot, Tokyo, Japan
Rev. Takano Taikō Chiden* Ten-shōji, Disciple, Tokyo, Japan
Rev. Miyazaki Ryōkō Chiden* Manpukuji, Former Abbot, Nara, Japan
Rev. Taylor Isshin Shuso (Head Monk) Toshoji, Disciple, Okayama, Japan
Rev. Cawthorn Kanzan Shoki* Toshoji, Disciple, Okayama, Japan
Rev. Sudan Eshō Baika Performer Toshoji, Disciple, Okayama, Japan
Rev. Amano Shunsei Seido Anja* Mantokuji, Disciple, Aichi, Japan
Rev. Shinohara Soen Seido Anja* Toshoji, Disciple, Okayama, Japan
Rev. Yamada Jōkō Godo Anja* Toshoji, Disciple, Okayama, Japan
Rev. D’Hondt Daigaku Saijū* Toshoji, Disciple, Okayama, Japan
Rev. Vincent Kōun Benji* Toshoji, Disciple, Okayama, Japan
Rev Nicholls Seishin Shosa* Toshoji, Disciple, Okayama, Japan

Rev. Carter Sangetsu Shosa* Toshoji, Disciple, Okayama, Japan
Rev. Komagata Sōji In charge of Explanation of 

Ceremonies and Interpreter of 
Memorial Lectures

Sotoshu International Missionary, Hawaii, Counsellor

Shinzan Kessei Participant 
Jikishoan 20th Anniversary Events 10-12 May 2019 

TOKOZAN TOKOZAN
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Rev. Kojima Dōkan Den-an* Sotoshu International Missionary, North America, 
General Affairs 

Rev. Tawara Ryōju Den-an* Sotoshu International Missionary,  South 
America, Secretary 

Rev. Terumoto Kōbun Rokuji (Clerk) Sotoshu International Missionary, General Affairs 
Europe

Rev. Itō Taiga Secretariat Sotoshu, HQ, Tokyo, Japan, Superintendent of 
International Centre

Rev. Kushida Shundō Secretariat Sotoshu, HQ, Tokyo, Japan, International Dept. of 
Cultivation Division

             

Jikishoan Participants

 

NB
*Seido:  Literally means “West Hall”, referring to officiating Shinzan Kessei
*Godo:  Literally means “Rear Hall”, referring to the head teacher of training.
*Sonshuku:  Venerable Elder
*Ryoban:  In the middle of Dharma hall, monks stand in two rows facing each other, which is called Ryoban.
*Chiden:  Ceremonial Hall Manager
*Denan:  Attendant to Chiden
*Shoki:  Head Scribe/Secretary to Shuso
*Anja:  Personal Assistant
*Saijū:  One of Tenzo-ryo member, dealing with vegetables
*Benji:  Shuso’s attendant
*Shōsha:  Trainee, Shu Ryo ( General Assembly)

NAME ROLE
Tenzo Ryo Jim Holden (Tenzo), Harry Laing  (Asst. Tenzo), Steven Nguyen (Tennan),

Karen Threlfall (Tennan), Michelle Harvey (Fukuten), John Bolton (Fukuten),
Jay Strauss (Tennan Trainee), Tony Crivelli (Tennan Trainee), Nicola Bowery (Saiju),
James Watt (SSK Tenzo), Isabelle Henry (SSK Fukuten), Toshiro Hirano  (Saiju),
Monastic Tenzo : Daigaku D’Hondt

Ino Ryo Annie Bolitho (Ino), Marg Lynch (Retreat Ino), Robin Laurie  (Fukuetsu),
Irwin Rothman (Doan), Iris Dillow ( Jikido Trainee)

Shu Ryo Isshin Taylor (Shuso), Bill Cornish (Jiso), George Quinn (Jiso-ho), Nicky Coles, Corie 
Croxford, Mark Prevost,  Jessica Cummns, Ruth Brunt, Peter Brammer,  Vincent Vuu, Kate 
Jackson

Jiroku Ryo John Hickey (Fusu), Katrina Woodland (Jiroku), Naomi Richards (Jiroku CoM),  
Rohan Harrington (Jiroku Tr), Helen O’Shea (Jiroku Tr) , Sally Richmond (Jiroku)

Jisha Ryo Shudo Hannah (Jisha), Teishin Shona (Shoki), Shuzan Katherine (Hoan),  
Jonen Christine (Trainee)

Sanzenkai Shuso Ryo Isshin Taylor Monk (Shuso), Marisha Rothman (Shuso Trainee), Teishin Shona (Shoki),  
Koun VIncent (Benji), John Hickey (Benji Trainee)

Kinder Ryo Leo 5yrs, Olivia 2 yrs, Parents Lena and Peter  
Abigail 5 yrs, Harriet 1 yr,  Parents Rosa and Clint
William 7 yrs, Parent Michael, Jada 9yrs, Parent Em Renfrey 
Samuel 5 yrs, Parent Ruth Brunt,  Sana 5 months, Parents Vincent Vuu and Yuiko Hirata
Jackson 6yrs, Max 5 yrs, Grandparent Tan Hai Nguyen
Hunter 7 yrs, Parent Jeremy Maher, Sono and Gin, Parent Anthony Jenkins
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Establishing a Zen temple to repay our Ancestors for what they have done for us.
Spring and Autumn have passed, time and time again, with wholehearted effort.
Three thousand oceans and mountains separate ordinary worlds.
The base of five aggregates opens the gate of Mahayana.
Thinking over respectfully, this month, this day,
I come to the auspicious day of 20th Anniversary of Tokozan Jikishoan.
By kindly asking venerable priests in all directions to come here, we set up a ceremony of revering Buddha Dharma.
We offer this gathering merit, solely praying for
The flourishing of the true Dharma
Harmony among all nations
Tranquillity within the Sangha
All beings in peace.
And wishing all relations and Buddha Dharma to be favourable.
Now, I humble myself, having the honour of officiating at this celebration ceremony.
Here and now, how can we penetrate the deep truth?
Expression!
Every stroke of writing brushes emits same spiritual light.
In everyone’s eyes, venerables appear.

Rev. Kimikobe Kenshi
Director of the Education and Dissemination Division
Sotoshu Shumucho

Dharma Statement for  
20th  Anniversary  Ceremony



Words from the Founder 
of  Tokozan Jikishoan

I wish to thank you very much for coming all this way to the memorial events of the 20th Anniversary of 
Tokozan Jikishoan. I also wish to express my gratitude to you and to those people who have cooperated 
to bring these events to a smooth completion.

“A long way makes me realize the power of horse and doing things together for long time makes me 
appreciate people’s heart.”

These are the dharma words of Daichi Zenji. Jikishoan would not be as it is today without your 
affectionate care and support. Ekai Osho, the new official abbot now stands at the starting point, 
determined to repay your kindness. I would be most grateful if you could keep giving him your kind 
support and teachings.

I wish all those from temples good health and prosperity for the members of Jikishoan.

Thanking you again very much

Sunday, May 12th, 2019 (the 1st year of Reiwa)

Rev. Narasaki Tsūgen 
The Thirtieth Abbot, Bukkokuzan Zuiōji  
The Fourth Abbot, Hōgizan Shōgoji 

TOKOZAN
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Ekai Korematsu Osho

Dharma Talk
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Just Be Careful

Ekai Osho talks about Impermanence – Jikishoan’s theme for 
2019 – Sunday Sanzenkai, 27 January 2019.

This is a good time of year, a time for coming to-
gether, of changing, shifting from the old mode 
to the new mode. Each New Year two poems 
– Japanese waka poems – come to my mind. 

One is by Ryōkan. Ryōkan is a Soto Zen monk; I think he 
lived around the late seventeenth, early eighteenth cen-
tury and the other poem is by Ikkyū, another Zen monk 
who lived in the fourteenth century. These poems were 
written particularly for the occasion of New Year’s Day:

Ryōkan-san’s Waka:

Shōgatsu-wa meido-no tabi-no ichirizuka
Medetakumo ari,  medetakumo nashi  
New Year’s Day,
this is a milestone for the death world,
it is happy and, at the same time, it is not. (1)

Does that sound all right? Maybe you can relate. It doesn’t 
need to be meido-no tabi-no – a milestone for the journey 
to the death world, it can be getting old – it’s not so exciting. 
For young people, youngsters and children it’s a growing 
time - we see that. So that is Ryōkan’s poem.

And Ikkyū’s poem, it’s not actually a poem, it is a calligraphy 
and painting which he wrote upon the request of his 
devotees, “This is a New Year day. Ikkyū-zenji please write 
something for me – a calligraphy?” And Ikkyū  drew three 
skulls and the calligraphy ‘Go yō-jin, Just be careful’. Three 
skulls and just be careful! Both are related to the nature of 
reality, the nature of the phenomenal world. In Buddhism 

we say mujō – impermanence. That is the New Year. 

This year the overall theme for Jikishoan is mujō, and an 
aspect of this mujō  is brought out in each issue of Myoju, 
our quarterly magazine. The first issue gives a lot of hope 
and dreams, it takes mujō as possibility. Someone suggested 
opportunity - the opportunity to die (laughs). Someone 
else was against that, the opportunity to get more money 
or profit or something. But nonetheless - the word alone 
doesn’t tell. What the word points to is an opportunity for 
practice and study that is really impermanence. Without 
that there is no way. 

Without change, shifting, there is no learning actually. We 
become complacent. We think the current situation will 
last. When the current situation is awful, we are crying 
and hopeless, we think it is fixed. And when the current 
situation is very positive we think ‘I can do anything, the 
world is great!’ We are fixed into that, complacent. That is 
no way to really practise. If you become complacent you 
may be the living dead. So when we say opportunity, yes, it 
gives us an opportunity to practise this impermanence. You 
meet a challenge and it becomes an opportunity.

Every challenge that comes has two faces: sometimes 
something we celebrate can be a challenge, a challenge 
in the sense that we attach to it, to something good 
happening. But the other way too, a situation isn’t so 
good and you reject it – not only reject it you try to seek  
someplace else which doesn’t exist. You forget about this 
moment. 

In Buddhist learning and the practice of dharma we can 
only practice because of impermanence. A potential is 
there and it needs to be realised. Possibility is there so 
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we need to orient ourselves, otherwise we are just tossed 
around by our habitual ways. It’s a very subtle thing, a very 
simple thing, but if you are not oriented you just follow the 
pattern.

So impermanence is the theme and for this term I chose 
possibilities: a possibility to go into the dark, to become 
more dark, away from reality; or a possibility to become 
clear, a more enlightened way of being. It depends on how 
you are oriented. There is possibility there, but if you are 
not oriented you just follow your own sentiment or habit 
and you never get it right.

Potential is another term, a very neutral term. Potential is 
good, it is the nature of reality. Buddha nature is the same, 
Buddha nature and potential. We have a full potential that 
needs to be realised, actualised. According to what you 
intended you are actualised. You learn to live fully in this 
moment, in the given situation without making excuses 
or complaining. We have the habit of making excuses, 
complaining, justifying in the name of logic or reason - it’s 
just an excuse for justifying your own opinions. 

That is why Ikkyū says ‘Be careful’, attentiveness. When 
you do move onto that path it is something to celebrate. 
Zen Master Dogen says kichijō. It is that quality – kichi 
means good, jō means auspicious, but not in the ordinary 
sense, it needs to be brought up. Eiheiji’s Mountain name 
is Kichijōsan (literally, “Auspicious Mountain”).

Student: Ekai Osho, do you know now what the other 
aspects of the impermanence theme are?

Ekai Osho: Oh, you want to know. First memorise the first 
one (laughs)! OK everyone start rubbing your heads. Think 
about impermanence. I often say, to bring the quality up we 
use three words – synonyms – or something to bring the 
nuance. One is possibility. I took a neutral term. Potential 
is very Buddhistic - quite dry, possibility is something you 
can do, potential is just too dry. Opportunity! It is the world 
of desire isn’t it? Potential is something you can tap into. 

Student: Are there things in Buddhism that go on forever? 
Things like the precepts or lay ordination where you devote 
your life to following the precepts? They seem to me at 
some level to not be impermanent.

Ekai Osho: Intention, we’re talking about intention. But the 

focus is this moment, in each step of the way, each activity, 
practice is realised. It’s not measured by ordinary ways. So 
every step of the way, as you are, perfect, you make a full 
effort. But the quality of it – at the beginning it is not pure 
enough but cultivation makes your practice more pure. 
Otherwise we are always under the influence of our own 
habit or conditioning, mixed up with sentiment. When 
something happens to you, then you suffer, but when 
something happens to others you have pity. You don’t think 
that it could happen to you. 

So l iving in the moment,  becoming clear about 
impermanence is the great life matter in Buddhism. That 
means existence itself, life and death. Life and death is 
not just about some later time when we will die, it is this 
moment. Clarifying life and death. 

In Shushogi Zen Master Dogen says:

Shōji no naka ni hotoke areba shōji nashi.
In the midst of ‘death and life’, if there is Buddha   
there is no ‘death and life’. 

Shōji sunawachi nehan-to kokoro ete.
‘Death and life’ are actually ‘nirvana’. 

Shōji toshite itou beki-mo naku.
Then you will be in a state detached from ‘death   
and life’ – not grasping. (2)

Does everyone know Shushogi? This is in the first chapter 
of Shushogi (3) – it is about life and death. It is about 
impermanence. Truly understand.

Thank you very much. We should finish.

 
Footnotes:
(1) This is more like Kyōka-a comical & satirical poem.
(2) Deep appreciation to Isshin-san for her assistance 
with translations.
(3) The Shushogi is mainly comprised of extracts taken 
directly from Zen Master Dogen’s  Shobogenzo. 

Transcribed and Edited by Marg Kyoko Lynch

  So, living in the moment, becoming clear about impermanence 
is the great life matter in Buddhism... Life and death is not just 

about some later time when we will die, it is this moment.
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Dear Members, 

Many of you will not know me, Peter Watts is my name.  
I reside in Central Victoria and concluded my Jikishoan 
membership after ten years of deeply engaged Zen 
practice. For those years I was a regular presence at 
Retreats, Sanzenkai and Committee Meetings. Some 
members were perplexed at my vanishing about ten years 
ago and wondered ‘would I ever return?’ For the purposes 
of this article I offer a personal reflection towards this 
Twentieth Anniversary theme of impermanence.

Up until June 2000 I had no experience of meditation, 
giving it a try had simply been suggested to me by a 
psychologist I was seeing at the time. Spending time with 
Ekai Osho in traditional Soto Zen practice was indeed 
relaxing and offered practical / spiritual wisdoms I value 
greatly to this day. I meditated, took Precepts, attended 
retreats and assisted Hannah in the Tenzo Ryo. Ekai Osho 
requested I take on the role of the inaugural Vice President 
and then President. Ekai’s Osho’s confidence in me at that 
time remains an ongoing honour.

Alas, my stressed home life improved only slightly and my 
family missed me on many occasions as my involvement 
with Jikishoan grew. Throughout that time I hid my shadow 
side beneath the task oriented ‘emptiness mask’ I wore 
for Zen activities. Despite my best efforts to be honest, 
this hiding delayed exposing home truths which needed 
to be met face to face. Eventually I chose to not renew 
membership and departed.

Ekai Osho has always said Zen is not a therapy and while 
I enjoyed many benefits from Zen practice, accessing 
the core of my personal difficulties required alternative 

professional attention. Throughout recent years, my 
wife Belinda and I have participated in couples therapy 
and I have occasionally worked with a psychologist. 
This effort has been extremely rewarding and a 
necessary focus to feel my way through shame issues 
and childhood trauma. A field of joyful freedom in 
relationships is becoming available to me as never 
before. Life’s spiritual qualities feel more evident and 
accessible. For now, simply ensuring my relationships 
are well cared for and all experiences are authentically 
met and fully digested is more than enough. 

Jikishoan sangha offered me great purpose, fulfilment 
and friendship. Ekai Osho’s traditional practice 
methods were vivid, inspired and on occasions utterly 
bewildering. I still miss Oryoki practice with its graceful 
completeness, every moving gesture contrasted with 
stillness. I miss my friendships and the camaraderie 
of Jikishoan’s kind, supportive sangha. I still remain 
mysteriously connected, especially to Ekai Osho.

Reading this brief personal account of my first ten years 
with the robe and the subsequent ten years without 
may be of interest to members. Perhaps some may 
better understand my journey with impermanence while 
reflecting on their own. I have formed a view that future 
experience is directly related to how effectively we can 
let go of the past. 

Affectionately,  
Peter Watts.

Here, then Elsewhere
BY PETER WATTS

OPEN BASKET: SANGHA NEWS
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BY HARRY LAING

Day 6, Tenzo, breakfast team

what a happy little scene

pressure cookers calmly hissing

life is good, there’s nothing missing

then… psssssssschhhhhhhhhhblaaaaaa

cooker’s spewing okayu

Tenzo’s frozen – what to do?

Molten porridge, it’s a geyser

should we put it in the freezer?

Pressure cooker’s gone ballistic

Tenzo panic totalistic

put it in the sink and cool it

maybe we can calm and soothe it…

wipe the wall and wipe the floor

wipe yourself and wipe the door

seems that molten okayu

covers everything in glue

and we must remember Jim’s advice

to treat the pressure cookers nice

or else they’ll have a hissy fit

pressure cookers give me… the strangest feelings.

Under Pressure

Illustration: Jinesh Wilmot



Soto Kitchen

The March 2019 edition of Myoju featured a student talk given by James Watt, the tenzo for Jikishoan, called, `What can 
mushrooms teach us about impermanence’. In his talk James speaks about mushrooms from many different viewpoints 
and in relation to Zen practice. He mentions how `shiitake mushrooms have quite a history and even feature in stories 
and teachings written by Zen Master Dogen’. Continuing with this theme, we offer a mushroom soup recipe that is simple 
to make and absolutely delicious! 

Zen Master Dogen writes in the Tenzo Kyokun (Instructions to the Cook):

‘One, seven, three, five -
The truth you search for cannot be grasped.
As night advances, a bright moon illuminates the whole ocean;
The dragon’s jewels are found in every wave.
Looking for the moon, it is here in this wave, in the next’.
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BY KAREN TOKUREN THRELFALL

This recipe recommends a mix of baby Bella and Crimini 
mushrooms. I tried a mix of half small field and half swiss 
mushrooms and no garlic, which also worked very well. 
Tamari can be used instead of soy sauce as a gluten-free 
option. Makes 3 servings

Ingredients 
Field or Swiss mushrooms  500 grams
Onion diced   1
Garlic glove (optional)  2
Olive oil                    2 tbsp
Soy sauce or tamari   1 tbsp
Fresh thyme   ½ tsp (or ¼ tsp dried)
All purpose flour   ¼ cup
Vegetable broth                    2 cups
Milk or almond milk  1 cup
Salt and black pepper

Method
1. Slightly rinse the mushrooms and pat dry.
2. Slice half the mushrooms and chop the other half.
3. Heat one tablespoon of the olive oil over medium heat, 
add onions and garlic and gently heat for three minutes.
4. Add mushrooms, thyme and a pinch of salt and pepper. 
Cook for about five minutes and reserve about three 
tablespoons of the mushrooms to add as topping when 
serving.
5. Stir in the second tablespoon of oil, add the flour and stir 
constantly for about thirty seconds until it thickens into a 
paste.

6. Add the vegetable broth and stir while bringing the soup 
to a boil, then reduce the heat to a simmer and add the 
milk. 

7. Gently simmer uncovered for about fifteen minutes.

8. Add soya sauce and simmer for another minute.  

9. Spoon into bowls, garnish with the sautéed mushrooms, 
a drizzle of olive oil and serve with toasted crusty or 
sourdough bread. 

Healthy Mushroom soup  http:theclevermeal.com/healthy-mushroom-soup/

Photo: Karen Threlfall



Calendar of Events
July - September 2019

WEEKLY ACTIVITIES

DAY DATE TIME ACTIVITY LOCATION CONTACT

Sunday Weekly 5:30 – 7:30 pm Sanzenkai Brunswick Annie/Shona

7:45 – 8:30 pm Supper James/Michelle

Thursday Weekly 7 – 9 pm Sanzenkai Footscray Hannah/Karen

JULY

Sunday 7 July 5:30 – 7:30 pm Bansan Brunswick Annie/Shona 
Tuesday 16 July 7 – 9:30 pm Committee Meeting #255 Footscray President, Vice 

President

AUGUST

Tuesday 13 August 7.00-9.30 pm Committee Meeting #256 Footscray Shona
Friday 6 pm Friday 23 August –  

2 pm Friday 30 August
 Retreat #61 Adekate 

Conference 
Centre

Hannah/Annie

SEPTEMBER

Sunday 8 September 7.00 pm Annual General  
Meeting #21 Brunswick Secretary Irwin 

Rothman

Tuesday 10 September 7 – 9:30 pm Committee Meeting #257 Footscray President, 
Vice-President

Sunday 15 September 9 am – 12 pm Committee Orientation 
Workshop #23

Footscray President, 
Vice-President 

ADDRESSES

Brunswick
Australian Shiatsu College
103 Evans St
Brunswick VIC 3056

Footscray
On application. 

Post
JZBC Inc
PO Box 196
Heidelberg West Vic 3081

Online
www.jikishoan.org.au
contact @ jikishoan.org.au

Publications (Shuppan)
publications @ jikishoan.org.au
webmaster @ jikishoan.org.au

Myoju
Jessica Cummins (Coordinator) 
0422 068 947

CONTACT

General Enquiries 
9440 5597

contact @ jikishoan.org.au

Sunday Sanzenkai 

Zendo Coordinators 
Annie Bolitho Jikishoan Ino 
0407 648 603

Shona Innes
IBS MCB Coordinator 
0421 285 338

Kitchen 
James Watt (Tenzo)  
0425 737 608
Karen Threlfall (Roster) 
0418 342 674

Thurday Sanzenkai 
Hannah Forsyth 
0408 100710
Karen Threlfall 
0418 324 674

President (Tsusu) 
Shona Innes
0421 285 338

Vice-President (Kan’in)
Marisha Rothman
0400 873 698

Finance (Fusu) 
John Hickey
0435 939 485 

Secretary (Shoji)
Irwin Rothman
9557 7738

Membership Secretary:
Marisha Rothman
0400 873 698

Ordinary Committee  
Members: 

Katherine Yeo
0422 407 870

Christine Maingard
0430 599 430

Nicky Coles
0451 679 607

Michael Colton
0434 664 829

Tan Hai Nguyen
0412 574 877

Assistant Committee 
Members:
Naomi Richards
0407 839 890

Hannah Forsyth
0408 100 710

20th COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT 2018–2019
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Teaching Schedule, July-September 2019
Teachings are directed by Ekai Korematsu Osho. Brochures pro-
viding more information are available. Please check the website 
or contact one of the IBS coordinators listed at the bottom of 
this page.

SANZENKAI
Brunswick (5.30 – 7.30 pm Sundays)
Zazen (sitting meditation), kinhin (walking meditation), tea 
ceremony, chanting service and Dharma talk (by the teacher or 
an experienced member). For beginners, members and friends.
Newcomers, please arrive by 5.15 pm. Attendance by donation 
(according to one’s means). Participants are welcome to stay for 
an informal supper.
Bansan (Entering Ceremony): 7 July
Shogoin, Footscray (7 – 9 pm Thursdays, from 12 January – 12 
December)
Zazen, kinhin, tea ceremony, chanting service and reading. 
Attendance by donation.

Bansan (Entering Ceremony): 11 July

INTEGRATED BUDDHIST STUDIES
Main Course A1 - Shogoin, Footscray
Ten classes, 9 - 11 am Saturdays
Term three: 6 July – 14 September

Main Course A2 – Tokozan Jikishoan Zendo, Heidelberg West
Ten classes, 5 – 7 pm Saturdays
Term three: 6 July – 14 September

Main Course A3 – Australian Shiatsu College, Brunswick
Ten classes, 7 – 9 pm Wednesdays
Term three: 10 July – 18 September

Cost is $65 admission fee, $600 per year (4 terms, 40 classes), 
$185 per term (10 classes) or $100 for 5 classes (for returning 
students). Members by donation for casual classes.
Main Course B1 (5.30 – 8.30 pm Sundays, Brunswick)
Semester 2, 2019: 7 July to 15 December
Begins with Bansan (Entering Ceremony) 7 July
Venue: Australian Shiatsu College, Brunswick

Main Course B2 (7 – 9 pm Thursdays, Footscray)
Semester 2, 2019: 11 July to 12 December
Begins with Bansan (Entering Ceremony) on 11 July
Venue: Shogoin 
Cost is $265 per year (2 semesters) or $185 per semester.

Main Course C 
Retreats and overseas study. Jikishoan holds three seven-day 
retreats per year.
For 2019:  23 – 30 August (R#61), 22 – 29 November (R#62). 
Cost: $1470 / 3 retreats 2019, or $4095 / 9 retreats 2019 – 2021

ONE DAY WORKSHOPS
The workshops offer a sound introductory experience to Zen 
Buddhism. They are also suitable for experienced people want-
ing to consolidate their practice. All workshops are held at Shog-
oin, Footscray. Includes morning and afternoon teas and lunch. 
Sunday 4 August.
Non-members $100. Members and IBS students by donation.

BENDOHO RETREAT #61
A seven-day intensive residential Zen experience, including dai-
ly chosan (morning tea), dokusan (interview with the Teacher), 
and teisho (Dharma talk). Cost depends on the number of days 
attended and includes meals and accommodation. 
6 pm Friday 23 August – 2 pm Friday 30 August.
Venue: Adekate Fellowship Centre, Creswick

WINTER LECTURES AT E-VAM INSTITUTE
4 Friday evening lectures by Ekai Osho, 5, 12, 19, 26 July at E-Vam 
Institute.  Time: 7.30 – 9 pm.
Venue: 673 Lygon St., Nth Carlton.
 Enquiries: please contact www.evaminstitute.org or (03) 9387 
0422

IBS COORDINATORS
General enquiry and Main Course C:
Hannah Forsyth:  0408 100 710 contact @ jikishoan.org.au

IBS Student Secretary and Main Course B: 
Shona Innes: 0421 285 338 / B-course @ jikishoan.org.au
Main Course A: 
Katherine Yeo: 0422 407 870 / A-course @ jikishoan.org.au

 

GENERAL ENQUIRY, BOOKING and ENROLMENT
Phone 03 9440 5597 or email: contact @ jikishoan.org.au


